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FOREWORD

This two-volume report, Liberal
Learning and the Arts and Sciences
Major, presents the results of a
three-year review of lib t. al arts and
sciences majors within the context of
liberal education. Initiated by the
Association of American Colleges,
the review has been planned and im-
plemented in cooperation with
twelve learned societies, each of
which considered its own major in
relation to concerns and questions
addressed across the entire projem

The work of this project has been
guided by a National Advisory
Committee formed by AAC in con-
sultation with the participating
learned societies. Volume One of
this report, The Challenge of Connect-
ing Learning, was prepared by mem-
bers of the National Advisory
Committee. It proposes a set of orga-
nizing principles important for any
arts and sciences concentration.

Volume Two, Reports from the
Fieich, contains abridged versions of
twelve field reports on specific ma-
jors by task forces appointed by the
participating learned societies. These
reports provide presidents, academic
ac'.oinistrators, and faculty members
with a summary of important issues
and recommended changes in each
reviewed field. The twdve learned
societies separately are publishing
unabridged versions of their own re-
ports, they are designed to stimulate
thalogue and self-examination in de-

partments and program committees.
Each of these volumes addresses a

core set of issues first articulated for
the project by members of the Na-
tional Advisory Committee. In the
Charge to the Task Forces, written
in tr.e fall of 1988, the National Ad-
iso.y Committee asked the learned
society task forces to address:
0 faculty responsibility for shaping
major programs
0 organizing principles for structur-
ing study-in-depth
o processes for integrating learning
0 relations between the major and
other parts of the curriculum.

The National Advisory Commit-
tee's own report in this volume and
the twelve learned society reports
published in Volume Two offer prin
ciples and strategies related to these
four central themes.

The general report on the major
in this volume was written after
members of the National Advisory
Committee had read several drafts of
each of fie twelve companion field
reports. The argument of the general
report 's indebted at many points to
the exchange with the task forces. It
gums particular strength from the
task forces' collective acceptance of
the issues raised in the project
charge as useful and appropriate or-
ganizing topics for their own field re-
views. It should not be assumed,
however, that Volume One presents
a project-wide consensus or a syn-
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thesis of the twelve sets of views pre-
sented in Volume Two. The National
Advisory Committee's views have
been deepened and on a number of
issues reshaped by the project's dia-
lectical prucess. Not all members of
the several task forces would agree,
however, with each of the arguments
and emphases in Volume One.

The participating learned socie:ies
and their respective task forces are
listed on page xi. Information on ob-
taining any or ati of the twelve sepa-
rate reports is on page 225 of
Volume Two.

Yoward a wider dialogue
We want to emphasize that this work
is preliminary. While these volumes
contain specific precepts and recom-
mendations, their primary recom-
mendation is a call for serious
faculty dialogue about central issues
addressed in these pages:
O What is the arts and sciences ma-
jor supposed to contribute within
the context of a liberal education?
O Are there common touchstones
for any liberal arts and sciences ma-
jor? Should differing or competing
assumptions about the purposes of a
major across departments and do-
mains be directly addressed?
O Have departments specified their
expectations for students' liberal
learning? Can faculty members ex-
plain how particular requirements
and intellectual practices serve corn-

mon goals for students' learning?
Can students?
0 Do faculty members review stu-
dent work over time in relation to
departmental goals? Are the results
of such discussions used to review
and revise program goals?
0 Do program requirements and
practices stir port students in bring-
ing together different parts of their
learning, witLin the major and in re-
lated fields?
0 What can departments do to en-
courage fuller participation by stu-
dents of all backgrounds?
0 What are the appropriate rela-
tionships between major programs
and other parts of the undergraduate
curriculum? Should some part of
general education be structured to
provide cr::ical and integrative con-
texts for study in particular majors?

These fundamental questions
al. 'tit majors in the context of liber-
al cducation require and deserve
campuswide faculty discussion.

Integrity and the arts
and sciences major
The stimulus and point of departure
for thiz review of arts and sciences
majors was the discussion of the bac-
calaureatc degree in AAC's landmark
1985 report, Integrity in the College
Curricuhim. A Report to the Academic
Community. That report challenged
colleges and universities to consider
what kinds of learning a student

7
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ought to achieve in any liberal arts
and sciences field, whatever the stu-
dent's area of concentration. These
reports address concentrations them-
selves, asking what liberal arts and
sciences majors should contribute to
students' liberal learning and what
kinds of curricular structures and
practices ar. needed to support im-
portant lear ning.

The authors of Integrity minced no
words on the shortcomings of the
undergraduate major. "The under-
graduate major...everywhere domi-
nates, but the nature and degree of
that concentration varies widely and
irrationally from college to college.
Indeed, the major in most colleges is
little more than a gathering of
courses taken in one department,
lacking structure and depth."

Reports from two other AAC proj-
ects undertaken subsequent to the
publication of Integrity echo this
stringent judgment. In the 1989
Structure and Coherence. Ivieasuring

the Undergraduate Curriculum, a
study of seniors' transcripts from lib-
eral arts and sciences majors in
thirty-five institutions, Robert
Zernsky of the University of Pennsyl-
vania raises pointed questions about
the "real curriculum" that American
undergraduates experience. Too
many students, he reports, are tak-
ing "advanced courses" in subject- in
which they have had little or no pri-
or curricular experience. In such a

context, what becomes of "depth" as
a goal for advanced study?

Faculty members in a lother AAC
project (1986-1989) on using external
examiners to assess student learning
in arts and sciences majors also rais-
ed questions about the effectiveness
of learning in college majors. In that
project, faculty members prepared
comprehensive written and oral ex-
aminations in their fields for gradu-
ating seniors on their own and
similar campuses. They then served
as external readers and oral inter-
viewers for seniors who took the ex-
am lations. Many examiners report-
ed that seniors are less skilled than
their instructors had expected in in-
tegrating learning across courses.

All these findings challenged AAC
to ask whether recent campus reform
has focused dispi,,portionately on
general educadon. Discussions in
1987-88 with learned societies indi-
cated that many of them would wel-
come participation in a collaborative
review looking simultaneously at
general and field-specific goals for
arts and sciences majors. In 1988-89,
AAC secured funding from the U.S.
Department of Education's Fund for
the Improvement of Postsecondary
Education (F1PSE) and the Ford
Foundation to support such a review.
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The review of arts
and sciences majors
The project, titled "Liberal Learning,
Study-in-depth, and the Arts and
Sciences Major," has been coordi-
nated by AAC and guided by a Na-
tional Advisory Committee. It was
structured to generate a broad dia-
logue about college majors that
would include students as well as fac-
ulty members and administrators,
campuses and specific programs as
well,as nationai organizations.

The project's National Advisory
Committee first framed a set of orga-
nizing questions, the Charge to the
Task Forces, which appears in Volume
Two. The charge was t'ac subject of
an all-project conference in March
1989.

For their responses to the charge,
the learned society task forces used a
variety of sources, including cata-
logues, formal and informal campus
surveys, analyses of previously avail-
able data, and discussions with stu-
dents. Preliminary drafts of the
reports were circulated for comment
by each task force and were further
discussed at the societies' annual
meetings and other gatherings.

At the same time, project staff
members reviewed specific major
programs in disciplinary and inter-
disciplinary arts and sciences fields.
Institutions and project participants
were invited to nominate campus
programs that exhibit unusual integ-

rity and vitality in their conception
and implementation of the major.
More than 150 programs were nomi-
nated; a sampling is included in the
"Promising Practices" section of this
volume (page 23).

AAC also surveyed students' per-
ceptions of their learning in the ma-
jor. Distributed informally by faculty
members participating in the task
forces and analyzed under the direc-
tion of Theodore Wagenaar, profes-
sor of sociology at Miami University
of Ohio, the survey provided sugges-
tive information on students' experi-
ence of intellectual coherence and
Lonnected learning across ten of the
fidds in the project.

The process of looking at the un-
dergraduate major extends to other
AAC activities. Articles in two issues
of AAC's journal, Liberal Education
(March/April 1990 and September/
October 1990), focused on aspects of
the major; the discussion will be
continued in the March/April 1991
Liberal Education as well.

Both the preliminary task force re-
ports and distinctive campus prac-
tices were discussed at AAC's 1990
Annual Meeting, "Undergraduate
Majors and the Claims of Liberal
Learning," and the project bencfitted
from the views of those who took
part in that meeting. A conference
in February 1990 provided a further
s)pportunity for more dialogue and
reflection across participating fields.
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Final drafts of the reports in Vol-
umes One and Two were completed
in late 1990.
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Since the now-ubiquitous major was
first introduced in American colleges
and universities at Johns Hopkins
University in 1878, there never has
been a national report devoted to it.
Arts and sciences majors consume
from one-quarter to one-half of a
student's collegiate program and a
similat fraction of the faculty's teach-
ing and advising efforts. Yet the ma-
jor has largely been viewed, within
and without the academy, as a self-
evident component of college curric-
ula requiring neither an examination
of its rationale nor an evaluation of
its procedures. After all, when stu-
dents identify themselves, they most
frequently name their major, faculty
members find their teaching in ma-
jor courses mast congruent with
their profess.onal identities and
interests.

Unlike general education, which

.1=-------

often lacks either a faculty or a stu-
dent constituency, major programs
are the daily business of small, quite
particular, and often well-organized
subsets of the faculty. These faculty
members design, modify, and imple-
ment the major with little, if any, ex-
ternal input or oversight. This
contributes to a widely shared ethos
that holds each major to be immune
from Kt utiny and questioning by
faculty colleagues outside the fidd.

The self-containment of the major
is especially striking in light of the
spirited debates and reform momen-
tum so visible in other parts of high-
er education. Nine out of ten
colleges and universities have em-
barked upon some form of general
education reform, and nearly as
many now are considering ways to
assess students' learning. There is a
heightened awareness of diversity

15
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and of the educational changes im-
plied by the rapid diversification of
the student body. Terms such as
"knowledge explosion," "global
awareness,' and "blurred disciplinary
boundaries" signal an era in which
both founding assumptions and
scholarly practices in many fields
have become the subject of extenshre
scritiny and lively debate.

This report seeks to include all
arts and sciences majors in the na-
tional debate about purposes and
practices in liberal education. It does
so in part to c'...allenge the wide-
spread assumption that the now-
extensive national agenda for educa-
tional reform can be fulfilled primar-
ily by changing general education
courses and requirements. But thi.:;
report equally challenges the ethos
of self-containment that has grown
up around departmental expecta-
tions and practices for arts and sci-
ences majors. The major, at the very
least, requires the same sort of edu-
cational self-consciousness and public
debate that now attend the "general"
parts of the curriculum.

The more than three thousand
colleges and universities in Ameriea
vary widely. Each confronts different
opportunities and constraints, eaeh
has its own distinctive quality and
style, both historically and at any
given time. Curricula are embedded
in these local cultures and represent
responses to quite particular institu-

tional ceologies. Major programs also
have their own styles and histories,
nationally and within any given in-
stitution or department.

Arts and suences fields are also
different. Each has its own history,
language, heroes, eentral questions,
and constitutive debates. Each offers
its own ways of seeing and its own
values about what should be asked
and what counts as persuasive
evidence.

Nor are students alike. Today's col-
leges serve a more diverse set of stu-
dents than ever before, a trend likely
to inerease in the future. The pres-
ence of so int.ny different racial, eth-
nic, age, income, and experience
groups promises much vitality, it
also means that %cry little can be
taken for granted. Approaches that
once seemed at '-ast adequate
need to be rethought and restruc-
tured as faculty members are chal-
lenged to reach students who differ
both from their predecessors and
from one another. In the long run,
education should be enhanced as
faculty members experiment with an
increased variety of styles, contents,
and pedagogics to support students'
full participation in learning commu-
nities. But there is nothing simple
about these challenges; faculty mem-
bers are eharting new paths without
obvious markers as they seek to
serve effeetively a very wide range of
!ear ners.

1 6
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There also are significant differ-
ences, on many campuses and in
many programs, between faculty and
student views of the purposes of a
liberal arts and sciences major. These
difit:ences require and deserve facul-
ty attention. Faculty members often
think of the major as a study of a
subject vz:uable in itself, or as a
preparation for advanced, postbac-
calaureate studies (with the desire
that the best students themselves
should enter the professoriat). Stu-
dents often speak of attaining usable
capacities, of the "real-world" value
of colkgiate education. The fact is
that most students do not go to
graduate school and a career in the
learned professions, nor do they use
the content of their major directly in
their careers.

All of these differences need to be
recognized in constructing responsi-
ble and responsive major programs.
Yet the common equation of arts
and sciences majors with liberal
learning also implies some larger
goals to which each such major
should contribute. It is surely not
the subject matter alonewhich var-
ies not only among departments or
programs in the same field but also
among student majors in the same
programthat constitutes a major
program as "liberal" learning. Liberal
leatning describesor ought to
describeintellectual habits fostered
through and inseparable from suc-

cessful completion of a course of
study.

This report explores this dimen-
sion of liberal learning. It argues
that liberal arts and sciences majors
ought to foster distinctive habits of
mind and explores ways that the ma-
jor can be organized to foster these
habits.

This report is indebted to, and
draws added strength from, the com-
panion studies completcd by task
forces from twelve different arts and
sciences majors that art, reported in
Volume Two. For all their differences
in content and emphasis, these
twelve studies together attest that
each arts and sciences field serves, at
least for a time, as a learning cor
munity for its undergraduate majors.
As a learning community, each ma-
jor program assumes common com-
mitments and responsibilities,
including a responsibility to take se-
riously its own limitations as a
framework for knowing and learn-
ing. This way of viewing the major
provides a much-needed common
framework for examining the shared
responsibilities of arts and sciences
majors. That there are such respon-
sibilitiesheld across boundaries of
topic and programis the central
message of this report.

7
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THE MAJOR
IN THE CONTEXT

OF LIBERAL LEARNING

In 1985, the Association of Ameri-
can Colleges issued the report Integ-
rity in the College Curriculum. A
Report to the Academic Community,
which sets forth "study-in-depth" as
one of nine experiences that consti-
tute, in the authors' view, a mini-
mum curriculum in J.e liberal arts.
While Integrity takes considerable
pains never to identify "depth" with
the traditional major, toward which
it exhibits considerable suspicion, it
nonetheless provides principles and
standards that are widely understood
to apply to collegiate concentrations.

Integrity argues that focused study
in a particular area or discipline
should convey to the student a sense
of "both the possibilities and limits
of such study." Study-in-depth
should include "sequential learning,
building on blocks of knowledge
that lead to more sophisticated un-
derstanding and encourage leaps of
imagination and synthesis." By fos-
tering awareness of complexity, it
should provide an increasing sense
of mastery as well as limitation:
"some understanding of the disci-
pline's characteristic questions and
arguments, as well as the questions it
cannot answer and the arguments it
cannot make."

These educational goals remain in-

tegral to the work of the major as
liberal learning. It may be asked,
however, whether "depth" as a meta-
phor goes far enough in conveying
the full range of the agenda that any
major needs to address. Certainly
"depth" conceals, rather than Illumi-
nates, the social dimensions of the
major that are intrinsic to its special
role in undergraduate learning.

It is perhaps more useful to think
about the major in terms of the ap-
propriately social metaphor of
"home." As philosopher Herbert Fin-
garette reminds us, "Home is always
home for someone.... There is no
absolute home in general." Neither
students nor faculty members can
inhabit the totality of the wide
world of human knowledge. Recog-
nizing this, the major invites stu-
de..ts to enter a quite particular
culture. In this way, the major pro-
vides a "home" for learning: a com-
munity of peers with whom students
can undertake collaborative inquiries
and a faculty charged to care about
students' intellectual aod personal
explorations as well as their
maturation.

For students, learning in the major
means learning to take part in a
continuing exploration. The role of
faculty members is to provide struc-
tures and languages that support this
participation: structures and lan-
guages that enhance and challenge
students' (Apacities to frame issues,

1 8
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to test hypotheses and arguments
against evidence, and to address dis-
puted claims.

The properly structured major en-
ables students to develop an in-
creased capauty to understand and
employ a range of topics and ana-
lytic tools, as well as characteristic
questions and arguments specific to
a domain of inquiry. It provides
opportunities for students to explore
significant questions and generate
their own syntheses through care-
fully structured curricular chokes
across an extended period of time. It
also takes seriously its own neces-
sarily partial vision. The very
boundedness of the major should
provide an occasion for critical re-
flection on the successes and limita-
dons of any particular approach to
knowledge and for asking searching
questions about the %.alues, assump,
tions, perspectives, c.onsequences,
entailments, limits, and choices in-
herent in any intelleaual enterprise.

The work of the major is only
partly done when student., gain faul-

y in its Lulture, when they karn
the nuances of its special ial.buage to
such a degree that they can take an
active part for a time in its Lonversa-
dons. To fulfill its role in liberal
learning, the major also must strut.-
ture conversations with the other
Lultures represented in the auidemy,
conversations that more nearly re-
flect the diversities ..ithin our world

and require patient labors of transla-
tion. Ultimately, the goal of the ma-
jor should be the development of
students' capacities for making con-
nections and for generating their
own translations and syntheses. Fos-
tering such capacities is an intrinsic,
not an elective, responsibility of
each major program.

Viewed in this way, a major re-
quires engagement and disengage-
ment and provides opportunities for
both joining and leaving. A student
enters the "home" offered by the ma-
jor in order, finally, to be able to
leave it and see it from the outside
in, by taking the knowledge, experi-
ence, and wisdom gained therein
and testing them against the perspec-
tives of other fields and the chal-
lenges of the world outside.

For this reason, the traditional dis,
unctions between general eduLation
and the major no longer can be sus-
tained. The common curricular
model of general studies as prepara-
tion for and a preliminary counter-
weight to the speualized work of the
major reinforLes the exclusive aspeas
of the major and ,,,bverts its equally
necessary inclusive charai.ter. Rather,
the work of the major needs to open
into a larger context of learning in
order to develop the fullness of per-
spective that the discrete disciplines
and fields of study Lannot help but
obscure.

The creative dialogue and tension
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among diverse domains of inquiry
which is the hallmark of liberal
learning and of general education
requires that students know some-
thing well enough to consider it
from several points of view so that
they are abl. to contextualize it in
significant and suggestive ways. Such
sophistication cannot be expected of
students before they have worked for
some time in concentrated studies.

The capacity for generalizing
emerges out of and alongside the
major; it cannot be releg,,ted to
courses that are preparatory to sub-
sequent focused study. Generalizing
education is part of the teaching re-
sponsibility of the major program. It
requires the development of a set of
courses separate from more tradi-
tional general courses that introduce
students to college and encourage
them to sample different fields before
they choose a major.

Such curricular structuring of the
relationships between general educa-
tion (seen as generalizing education)
and the major cannot be the sepa-
rate responsibilities of the several
faculties associated with each of the
major programs. Such structuring
must be an endeavor of the collegi-
ate faculty as a whole, working to-
gether to create courses of study that
recognize difference, that bring mul-
tiple perspectives and crossdisciplin-
ary dialogue to bear on common
issues, that allow students oppor-

tunit,es for reflection on both the
power and the limitations of their
particular communies of inquiry,
and that foster the fashioning of
connections.

'MAT STUDENTS
SHOULD EXPECT

While education cannot occur apart
from specific content, students have
the right to assume that education
will amount to more than "coverage"
of unconnected subjects and more
than exposure to information that
could be acquired through sobtary
study apart from the communities
that colleges create. The problem
with the major is not chat it has
failed to deliver certain kinds of
knowledge. The problem is that it
often dehvers too much knowledge
with too little attention to how that
knowledge is being created, what
methods and modes of inquiry are
employed in its creation, what pre-
suppositions inform it, and what en-
tailments flow from its particular
ways of knowing. The problem is
further compounded when the major
igr .res questions about relationships
beiween various ways of knowing,
and between what students have
learned and their lives beyond the
academy.

Students have the right to expect
their major to provide -et of learn-
ing experiences that will teach them

42g
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how to use their field's approaches in
pursuing significant questions. They
have the right to expect opporuni-
ties to integrate the learning gained
in their various courses to construct
increasingly sophisticated structures
of knowledge. They have the right
to expect learning experiences that
will encourage them to shape, reflect
on, add to, challenge, and use the
knowledge they are gaining. They
have the right to expect opportuni-
ties for translating and negotiating
among different approaches and for
exploring the strengths and limita-
tions of the lenses through which
they have learned to view issues .nd
problems. They have the right to ex-
pect opportunities and support for
relating their learning to their own
lives and to significant questions in
the world beyond the classroom. Fi-
nally, students have the right to ex-
pect that all of the capacities and
knowledge they have gainzd will be
assessed, by faculty members,
through carefully designed oct.asions
that challenge them to integrate and
demonstrate their learning across
their specific programs of study.

In sum, students have the right to
expect to experience enculturation
into a particular learning community
to such a degree that they gain a
sense of confidence, they have the
right to expect to experience occa-
sions which require critical distance
from that community, and they have

the right to expect structured mo-
ments for conversation between
communities, both within and with-
out the academy.

CURRICULAR COHERENCE

Majors are the responsibility of fac-
ulties. They require faculty members'
willingness to develop a shared un-
derstanding of what study in the
.aajor is supposed to accomplish and
faculty members' collaboration in de-
signing a coherent program of study
sufficient to accomplish it. They re-
quire faculty members to consult
about ways these common goals in-
tersect with the varying needs of dif-
ferent students.

This is not to ask for son .. grand
inte.iectual scheme, some universal
agreement, that will integrate all the
various dimensions of a field in a
larger synthesis. It is to insist, how-
ever, that suspicion and conflict on
such matters does not excuse a facul-
ty at a particular institution from at-
tempting to provide a loi.al structure
for a course of study in a major that
can specify its goals, ensure that
these goals are communicated to stu-
dents and f-culty members alike,
and assess the degree to which these
aims are achieved. It is also to insist
that faculty members concern them-
selv.s not just with course require-
ments but with the ways that a
major's parts and practices contrib.
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ute to its larger purposes.
A major course of study ought to

have a principle or principles of
organization.

A major in a g;,en field may be
organized in a varit ty of ways, none
of which is inevitable or universally
appropriate. The chosen mode of or-
ganization, however, ought to be the
result of deliberate and corporate
faculty judgment. An educationally
coherent course of study should be
designed not prospectively but retro-
spectively. Facult;' members ought to
begin with a set oi goals for student
achievement and then design a cur-
ricular structure that fosters their
attainment.

The subject matter of a given field
may provide the principles of organi-
zation. Some majors are organized
by units of time, by place, by analyt-
ic approach, by subfields, or by a
combination of some or all of these
and other ways of dividing the sub-
ject. Other majorc have a sense of
logic, a progression of knowledge
and techniques that move in sequen-
tial order. The first type more often
exhibits a loosely structured, highly
elective, middle range of courses (in-
cluding topical courses and offerings
in theory and method), preceded by
an introduction and, at times, con-
cluding with ar independent re-
search project. Thc latter pattern
usually employs some systen : pre-
requisites. Some programs may com-

bine b,;:h patterns.
These commonly employed ar-

rangements of subject matter are not
the only source of structure. A ma-
jor can be organized around a set of
problems or contested issues charac-
teristic of a given field of study. The
various subject courses can provide
exemplary cases and a sense of his-
torical situatio-.s or contested issoes,
at the same time, the courses devel-
op students' skills and enable them
to address these issues responsibly.

Alternatively, a direct focus on
student? learning can provide a ma-
jor with its overall principles of orga-
nization. This focus requires
attention to the knowledge students
bring to a field and to the ways in
which students construct knowledge
within a discipline. It ,..an be usefully
informed by faculty member? atten-
tion to the rich ai,d suggestive schol-
arship on how students learn that ts
emerging in a number of academic
domains. In some major programs, a
faculty member's understanding of
cognitive goals and strategic; can
guide the design and sequence of dif-
ferent parts of the curriculum. In
other programs, attention to stu-
dents different learning styles can
suggest ways of structuring the cur-
riculum. These structural approaches
&Tend on a shared faculty under-
standing of processes of intellectual
development and of modes of learn-
ing appropriate for particular do-
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mains. They offer a way of bringing
shared purpose, organizing princi-
ples, and intellectual progression to
fields in which the subject matter it-
self can be organized in any number
of courses and patterns.

A major ought to have a beginning, a
middle, and an endeach contributing
in a different but specific way to the
overall aim of the major.

In many majors, the hrst course
frequently is a well-organized survey
or introduction. In some programs,
the last course may be an individu-
alized research project or a senior
seminar. What falls in betweenthe
bulk of t'le work of the majoris all
too often haphazard, at times exhib-
iting only numerical or political
principles of organization, five to ten
courses within the department, a
course with each faculty member, or
the like. Such haphazard proce-
duresmore common in some fields
than othersexhibit the fallacy of
thinking of the individual course,
rather than the program, as the ba-
sic educational unit. When the orga-
nizing principles for a program are
undear to both faculty members and
students, it can be no surprise that
eaLh r,rot., approaches any particu-
lar cQuue as a self-contained unit
rat'oer than an experience that ought
,o contribute discernably to larger
aims.

Faculty members responsible for a
program must take LolleLtive respon-

sibility for shaping a core set of
courses that establish an intellectual
agenda for their majors. Courses in
this core may need to differ from
traditional introductory courses de-
signed to serve institutionwide gener-
al education purposes. This set of
core courses should introduce the
kinds of questions a field typically
asks, explore the ways it undertakes
investigations, specify its frames of
reference, and expose its disputed is-
sues. Such courses also should pro-
vide exemplary occasions for
students' analyses of others' work as
well as opportunities to put forth
their own. At the very least, faculty
members should introduce the meth-
odology and modes of inquiry char-
acteristic of the field to all majors at
an early point in their studies; subse-

quent courses should require .tu-
dents to utilize these methods and
modes.

In many fields and programs, the
middle-range courses are either high-
ly elective or organized by categories
that serve as miniature distribution
requirements. This thwarts reason-
able expectations that learning is cu
mulative across courses and that
later learning builds on or restruc-
tures earlier learning. The major, es-
pecially in its middle-range courses,
is structured to take time. The
length of time the major takes is jus-
tified by students' need to return to
matters studied earlier and revise
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what they have learned in the light
of fuller understanding. This recur-
siveness in the curriculum is the ene-
my of naive acceptance. In many
programs, ironically, both the overall
number of course offerings and the
content of individual courses seem
governed by the notion thin more is
better, producing a hurried and har
ried educational experience. Less ma-
terial treated with more attention to
reflexivity ought to be the norm.

The middle-range coursesbeyond
their traditional goals of conveying
topical knowledge, cha xteristic is-
sues, and methods indigenous to the
areaprovide students with oppor-
tunities to explore directly issues at-
tendant on expert inquiry and
argumentation: questions as to what
counts, what may be taken for
granted, and what needs articulation
within a given community of dis-
course. Middle-range courses also
should provide opportuniut. for J t u-
dents to begin the processes of gain-
ing critical perspectives and making
connections. They provide aa appro.
priate point through which to struc-
ture interactions with other parts of
.he curriculum in the interests of
fostering generalizing education. The
middle-range courses also may serve
to create and enhance community
by experimenting with less solitary
modes of discovery such as student
inter Iships, collaborative learning
projects, or peer teaching.

Given the educational potential of
the middle-range courses, the present
pattern in many fields of highly incli-
vidualized student programs leading
to few courses in common must be
questioned. Cafeteria-style course of-
ferings guarantee little common basis
for discourse among majors. If the
major is to be a learning community,
both curricular goals and Intellectual
engagement are served better when
faculty members enst.re that stu-
dents take in common either some
reasoned fraction of a program's of-
ferings or one of several carefully
constructed alternative concentra-
tions within a larger program.

Even if faculty members take seri-
ously the challenge to create a set of
common experiences for students, in
most fields and institutions a signifi-
cant part of each student's program
will remain de facto individualized. In
most colleges, where the option ex-
ists for a self-designed major, the stu-
dent is expected to account formally
for the ways in which each course
will contribute to her or his overall
program. The same expectation, in
principle, ought to govern the tradi-
tional major. The individualized
work in the major should not re-
main a student's own private enter-
prise, occasions must be designed to
make it public. Students ought to be
asked to consider how their elective
choices within the major cohere.
Their choices should be subject to
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periodic review, emendation, discus-
sion, and advice from faculty mem-
bers and peers. Such collegial
discussion of students' individual
choices appropriately complements
periodic faculty.student chalogue
about what is supposed to be accom.
plished through the common parts
of the program and what in fact is
being accomplished.

The end of the major ought to be
a time for integrating knowledge,
concepts, and capacities from the
different parts of students' learning
experiences. Programs can support
this work by establishing structures,
such as the "capstone course," which
allow broad reflective and critical
views of the field of concentration
or bring together st, dents from
adjacent fields to explore their simi
larities and differences. Alternatively,
programs may encourage each stu-
dent to construct an Laellectual au
tobiography. Students might be
asked to put tugether a representa
tive "portfolio" illustrating their
progress and accomplishments in the
major and related courses, or they
might be asked to write an interpre
tive essay that critically examines
their own work. Students can raise
earlier work or do research that
draws on earlier work. Minimally,
curricular space should be allotted
for faculty-student discussion of this
integrating activity, students need to
bring together their studies, and the

process cannot be 1 solitary or acci
dental one.

The structure, organization, and in-
:4:st of the major course of study ought

to be made dear to students.
Facul:y members in the major should

knou, and make explicit to their stu-
dents hou, their courses relate to the or

ganizing principles of the majo as a
whole and stnscture their course,
accordingly.

At the very kast, these two princi.
ples call for catalogue copy and pro.
gram announcements that arc
informative of the rationale for the
overall course of study, in \ several
parts and as a whole, as an expres.
sion of corputate faculty understand.
ing. These prinuples suggest, as well,
the need for the faculty members in
a program to b: truly knowledgeable
about one another's classes and to
organize their classes on the bases of
mutual discussions and understand.
ings. Courses in the major can re
flect and contribute to the overall
purposes of a program only if faculty
members talk to each other about
what they are attempting and how it
is succeeding. Careful advising is also
necessary, not only to assure that
the requisite number of courses are
taken but also to support a continu.
mg discussion about the progarn's
purposes and students' experiences.
The sense of Lommunity that ought
to characterize any major derives not
so much from particular require-
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ments as from a shared and enunu
aced sense of purpose and from
activities that sustain engagement.

The organizing principles for a ma
jor have their most powerful exprts
sion in thc structure and substan c
of partkular courses. The course byl-
labus, therefore, ought to be the first
text carefully studied in every class.
A mere reading list or itemization of
assignments is insufhdent as a guide
to the work of a course. Students
need to understand not only a
course's content and procedures but
also why they are taking a partkular
course and how it will contribute to
their overall educational experience,
within the major and w.thin their
entire course of study. Classes also
should spend time discussing the
choices represented by the syllabus,
including the reasons materials are
chosen or rejected and the basis for
relative time allocation. Such discus
sion will do much to impeach the
apparent self-evidence of the syllabus
and establish its status as a con-
structed plan.

CRITICAL PERSPECTIVES

Students join the community of the
major briefly, ultimately, they must
disengage and leave. An essential
step in this process of disengagement
is the achievement of some measure
of critical distance. Part of the artk

ulated purpose of the major, there.
fore, is to prepare a student to be
sufficiently confident in the discourse
of a community to subject the major
to sophisticated questions and to
compare and connect its proposals
with the proposals of other commu-
nities. Students must encounter thc
limitations of their temporary home
and explore the possibilities beyond.

Any proposal from any commu
nity as to "what is the case" is neces .
sarily partal and bounded; any
proposal is necosarily simpler ,Ilan
the complexity it attempts to Ae-
scribe and cAplain. This is simul-
taneously the source of its cognitive
power and the grounds of its cri-
tique. This is a central reason why
students and faculty members must
work within a collegiate setting viith
an ethos of tommunkation and con,
testation that ensures that nj pro.
posal stands without altermitives or
arrogates to itself the claim of pos.
sessing the sole truth.

Every student should experience
the intellectual exdtement that
comes from the capacity to extend
the known to the unknown and to
discern previously unsuspected rela-
tionships. Developing these capaci-
ties requires acceptance of specific
Imperatives. Students must be willing
to revise what they have held previ-
ously as t.ertain by shifting perspec-
tives and they must engage in the
kind of collaborative work in which
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they become open to criticism. This
Implies an academic community that
sees as an important va'iue of liberal
learning bringing private precept
Into public discourse. It implies
equally an academic community
which insists that difference be nego-
tiated with civility. Public civil dis-
course depends, among other
conditions, on an ethos of corri-
gibility. Faculty members must take
seriously what students believe about
a given subject and engage their pri-
or knowledge so that new learning
restructures the old, complicating
and correcting it rather than merely
living side by side with it.

The culture of a major, like culture
in general, is not best understood as
a stable deposit transmitted from ex
perts to novices. Culture is not pas-
sively appropriated; rather, it
consists of a set of highly contested
constructs and values that continu-
ally must be negotiated and renegoti-
ated by active participants. The
coherence of a culture well may lie
in 1..s refusal to allow differences to
remain incoherent and inarticulate.
The academy is one of the privileged
social loci devoted to this process, a
place where a variety of competing
proposals may be explored, experi-
mented with, and evaluated apart
from urgent needs and ineradicable
consequences.

By attending to the knowledge
claims of the major over time and by

treating increasingly complex matters
from multiple points of view, stu-
dents discover that nothing is self-
evident, that nothing is simply
"there," that questions and answers
are chosen and creatednot given
and that they always are framed by
context, for that reason, they always
are contingent.

Awareness of contingency takes
many forms. It is Important for stu-
dents to know that ideas and meth-
ods have origins and histories, that
they take place in quite particular
times and places. It is important for
them to know that ideas represent
interests; that ideas are framed by
gender, ethnic, social, political, eco-
nomic, and other cultural and ideo-
:ogical perspectives. It is Important
for them to know that ideas have
power but that this power is not al-
ways beneficent. It is Important for
them to know that there are other
points of view that require a sympa-
thetic exercise of the imagination to
comprehend. We live in a world
characterized by multiplicity, plu
rality, and difference. We are edu
cated in this world to the degree
that we are aware of our own
boundedness partiality, and we
that we become skilled in seeking
out, understanding, and integrating
the perspectives of othcrs.

It is equally important, however,
that knowing these things not result
in paralysis or some easy -elativ ism.

7
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Students cannot be allowed to be
content with the notion that issues
may be addressed by any number of
equally valid formulations among
which they cannot choose. They
must learn to discriminate by argu-
ing, and they must realize that argu-
ments exist for the purpose of
clarifying and making choices. Stu
dents need to learn, through the
kind of extended and direct expert-

e afforded by concentrated stud-
ies, to be able to state why a
question or argument is significant
and for wh,,n1; what the difference is
between developing and justifying a
position and merely asserting one,
and how to develop and provide
warrants for their own interpreta-
tions and judgments.

Accomplishing these goals cannot
be taken for granted or left to stu-
dents' unaided and solitary musings.
It is an iron law of education that
students will neither criticize nor in-
tegrate what the faculty will not.
There must be curricular space and
academic credit as well as persuasive
guides and models to support stu-
dent practice in developing critical
perspective. Faculty commitment to
join disparate points of view within
and acrot-s disciplinary boundaries is
an indispensable foundation for the
critical judgment that the major
needs to develop.

CONNECTED LEARNING

For most students in most major
programs, fostering capacities for re-
flection on what happens beyond
the academy must be the larger goal.
The discours .. of the academy is but
a means to an end, a developmental
step along a path that appropriately
points students toward a multitude
of contexts and circumstances. Stu-
dents come into the academic
"home," not to become permanent
residents, but to be nurtured and
supported as they develop the
capabilities they need to enter, nego-
tiate, and make connections across
communities of discourse both with-
in and without the academy.

There are two ways, by no means
unrelated, in which the term "con-
nected learning" may be employed.
The first refers to the capacity for
constructing relationships among
various modes of knowledge and
curricular experiences, the capacity
for applying learning from one Lon-
text to another. The second refers to
the capacity for relating academic
learning to the wider world, to pub-
lic issues and personal experience. In
either case, connected learning
means generalizing learning. learning
that extends beyond the r., essary
boundaries of any major and takes
seriously its potential translation be-
yond the limits of a course or
program.
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Although the structures of
departments, academic majors, col- ,
leges, and universities reflect tradi-
tionally linear and divided ways of
organizing, presenting, and produc-
ing knowledge, the intellectual prac-
tices of faculties today are bursting
these boundaries. In many colleges
and universities, the traditional disci-
plinary structures are permeated by
crosscutting institutes, seminars,
workshops, and the like. Aided by
professional societies and the tech-
nology of facsimile transmissions and
electronic mail, research in many
fields is becoming more collabora-
tive, and disciplinary boundaries are
increasingly blurred.

These developments have created a
ma.ked disparity between the ways
academics do their research and the
institutional structures that organize
curricula and teaching. In the arrest-
ing image of historian John Higham,
the contemporary academy looks
like "a house in which the inhabi-
tants are leaning out of the many
open windows gaily chatting with
the neighbors, while the doors be-
tween the rooms stayed closed."

While faculty members are becom-
ing liberated, however, students ex-
perience most acutely the closed
doors of classrooms cut off from one
another. What are needed are incen-
tives and structures to ensure that
the intellectual excitement of discov-
ery, interaction, and critical dis-

_

course that many faculty members
experience also is available to
students.

The forging of connections be-
tween seemingly disciete topics and
disciplinesthe sometimes playful
synthetic capacity for discerning pre-
viously unsuspected relationships
takes place most often at the bound-
aries of a field, more rat-4 at its
core. The ability to work at the pe-
riphery, however, requires a confi-
dent knowing and understanding of
the core. At its best, the traditional
major has offered a curriculum de-
signed to convey what is central to a
given discipline or area of study. But
the synthesizing enterprisethe
bringing of what one has learned in
one context to another, from one
community to anotherhas been left
almost entirely to students' private
initiative. It ought to take place in
public, accredited, curricular space.

The second sort of connected
learning hither--; has been even
more private, even more unacknowl-
edged by the formal, public curricu-
lum. It is the way students use their
studies to think about questions that
matter to them personally.

Each field is structured around
questions it considers central to ex-
amining the reality it studies. The
reasons these questions are viewed as
central, or even meaningful, may not
always be clear to students. The cen-
trality given to these scholarly ques-
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tions also may teach students to sup-
press their own questions and con-
cerns as naive or inappropriate. The
course of a program of concentrated
study should allow students to see
and explore the Lonnections between
primary issues in the field and their
own significant interests and
concerns.

While it is important for students
to develop a detached critical per-
spective on subject matter, it is
equally important for them to care
about subject matter and see its im-
plications for the ways they lie their
lives. At issue is whether students
ca:i connect a field's subject matter
and approaches with a variety of
pursuits important to them, and
whether their curiosity and concerns
beyond the classroom Lan be deep-
ened or shaped by the insights the
field brings forth. This requires
teaching and opportunities for relict.-
tion that encourage students to test
the assumptions and proposals of
the field against questions and ci-
dente drawn from their own
experience.

Students should be imited to en-
gage in both forms of connected
learning by participating in collab-
orative work with other students.
Through mutual interviewing
careful questioning and active, atten-
tive listeningstudents Lan help each
other identify, articulate, and elabo-
rate their own driving questions and

build on each other's ideas. Ques-
tions about meaning and significanLe
should be addressed in a setting that
encourages collaboration in the ex-
ploration and reformulation of issues
in relation to both academic inquiry
and personal experience. This kind
of dialogue should give students
practice in entering into frames of
reference of people with differing ex-
periences of, and assumptions about,
the world.

This processin some way a shar-
ing of storiescan help students
shape an intellectual autobiogiaphy.
Fully conceived, the intellectual au-
tobiography becomes a story that re-
lates students' curricular and
extracurricular experiences in signifi-
Lant and ,onnected narratives with
both retrospective and prospective
clarities or uncertainties and with
implications for both personal and
public hfc. The accredited public
space that ought to be provided for
Lonnecting learning should involve
both faculty members and student
peers in listening, valuing, and cre-
atively engaging such stories.

In the final analysis, the challenge
of college, for students and faculty
membcrs alike, is empowering indi-
viduals to know that the world is far
more complex than it first appears,
and that they must make interpre-
tive arguments and decisions
judgments that entail real conse-
quences for whiLh they must take re-
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sponsibility and from which they
may not flee by disclaiming exper-
tise. Major programs characterized
by a concern for coherence, critical
perspectives, and the constructiou of
connections play significant roles in
achieving that end.

INCLUSIVENESS:
REDUCING BARRIERS

FOR UNDERREPRESENTED
STUDENTS

Even as students from diverse eth
nic, racial, an,: economic back-
grounds have entered the academy,
they remain underrepresented in
many arts and sciences majors.
Women also are underrepresented in
specific fields, especially in some of
the sciences. Redressing imbalances
cannot be left to the admissions of-
fice or to an institution's promising
collaboration with the local public
schools. Faculty members in each
program must explore what obstacles
their fields present to the participa-
tion of dis re.e groups of underrepre-
sented studeu,s and make a strong
commitment to eliminating those
obstacles.

The problem of full participation
in arts and sciences majors no long
er can be framed in terms of access
alone, what is needed is a reforma-
tion of present practices. This refor-
mati cannot be separated from the
central obligations of major pro

grams already described. Faculty
commitment to establishing curricu-
lar coherence, critical perspectives,
and connected learning provides an
overarching framework through
which programs can examine their
practices and reach for full participa-
don of all students in arts and sci-
ences fields.
0 Curricular coherence. One of the
hallmarks of curricular coherence is
a corporate clarity about the differ-
ing educational roles of introductory
courses, middle-range offerings, and
culminating experiences. These dis-
unctions have special relevance
when applied to underrepresented
students. All too often, courses de-
signed to introduce students to a
field's community of inquiry commu
nicate to these students that their
participation is not welcome, that
the major is not their home; that
the field does not recognize, reflect,
or value their goals, perspectives,
and experiences.

A particular problem is the rou-
tine use of introductory courses in
some fields as screening devices to
filter out, at an exceedingly early
stage, students who do not readily fit
faculty members' expectations. In
programs where disparate patterns of
participation are a problem, faculty
members need to work together to
design multipk entry points to the
major. This does not mean remedial
coursos or separate tracks beyond
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the purview of the particular plo-
gram. It means more intensive
courses that :ake as a point of depar-
ture "where students are" and the
particular difficulties that si. :ific

contents frequently present. ',ere
students enter departments with
markedly different backgrounds and
preparations, there may need to be
different versions of the same couse,
some requiring more time and carry-
ing more credit hours. There are ex-
emplary instances of carefully crafted
multiple entry points in some institu-
tions and some fields, there should
be many more.

Staggered patterns of attendance
as well as movement among institu-
tions (often characteristics of adult
and minority students) challenge
widespread assumptions that coher-
env: is best achieved through strict
serial order. What does it mean for a
student to have taken one part of a
requisite set of courses at one institu-
tion and a second part years later at
another'. FaLuIty members in institu
nons serving significant numbers of
intermittent and transfer students
may need to design multiple entry
points into the community of the
major. They may need, further, to
follow the example of baccalaureate
programs designed specifically for
adults and offer their own work-
shops on educational planning in
the major for transfer and returning
students in each semester or quarter.

- -

In designing major programs, facul-
ties also need to reflect on appropri-
ate points of entry for adult students
returning to college with a broader
range of practical experiences than
the traditional college-age student.
As adults become a major constitu-
ency on many campuses, they chal-
lenge faculty members in each field
to draw on adults' experience outside
of school as a resource that enriches
the work and discussion of the
learning community as a whole.

There is no single approach to ini-
tiatory courses that will apply to all
colleges and all major programs.
What is required of each institution
and each field is a strong affirmation
of the educational benefits of diver-
sity and a continuing faculty dia-
logue about the ways initiatory
experiences in a field can Lontribute
to, and lay the foundations for, the
widest range of students to achieve
success.

Attention also must be given to
programmatiL elements that assist
and encourage students in develop
ing inLreasing Lompetence and Lonfi
dence in the culture of a particular
learning community (the function of
middle-range courses) thereby help-
ing more students succeed. Some
students "fit" easily, others remain
on the fringe; others fall away Cor-
porate attention to the ways in
which a major works as a total pro-
gram, rather than a set of discrete

.92
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(and often diLparate) courses, can es-
tablish a series of points at which
faculty members both assess and
support sudents continuing progress
in the field.

'When faculty members establish
clear understanding uf the goals of a
major program, they Lan communi-
cate their expectations more effec-
tively to students and advisors. They
also Lan explore alternative ways to
enhance successful participation -fur
example, through peer advising,
workshops on educational planning,
focused study groups, linking student
course chokes to their performance
un mid-course assessments, and the
like.

0 Critical per.pectives. Encouraging
critical perspectives on the limits of
the field also can open specific ma-
jors to broader partiupation by in
Lluding all students in substantive
dialogue. For the past twu decades,
there has been a series of intense
scholarly exchanges about the em-
phases, assumptions, and values uf
partkular fields. Research and criti
cism from women's studies and from
racial and ethnic studies have intro-
duced new dmiensions into every
area of study. Intense and fruitful de
bates rage about legitimate areas of
inquiry, knowledge in different fields,
who possesses knowledge, and the
relations between power and knowl-
edge. None of these issues is settled,
some ultimately rcqy prove short-

lived. But the range of the debate
the issues and consequences it has
openedencourages faculty members
and students alike to engage in the
critical discourse and arguments that
underlie all claims to knowledge.

Too often, faculty members view
these debates as separate from their
work as educators. Even as they ad-
dress these issues in their scholarly
journals and conferences, they with-
hold them from their students. High
lighting these strongly contested
topics as well as the role of previ-
ously excluded groups in shaping
these debates Lan help a broader
range uf students find a home within
a given field, discover their own
questions and concerns in fields that
once seemed indifferent ur closed,
and develop a sense of their own
rule in formulating constructive and
critical proposals. Above all, high-
lighting these strongly contested top-
ks will involve studetiis in fields uf
liberal learning at their best, funk.-
mining as communities committe:i tu
collaborative processes uf dialogue
and inquiry.
0 Connected learning. Connected
learning calls for actively making re-
lationships among fields, applying
knowledge from one context to an-
other, and taking seriously students'
interests in relating academk learn-
ing to the wider world uf public is-
sues as well as individual experiences
and goals. Even as faculties wurk to
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help students develop a richer sense
of what liberal education can be,
they also should take seriously stu-
dent& concerns with linking what
they learn in college to their lives
and careers.

Students who are most likely to
enter college with practical and voca-
tional interests also are most likely
to shy away from arts and sciences
majors. Such students may experi-
ence the greatest distance from those
faculty members who communicate a
conviction that lemming is %aluable
solely in itself, apa.t from (indeed, in-
different or hostile to) any practical
applications. Similarly, many fields
communicate to students that it is
inappropriate to think about connec
ting their personal questions and
concerns with the contents and
methods of the major. To the degree
that major programs are reformu-
lated to encourage occasions in
which practical and personal con
cerns publicly enter into dialogue
wkh tht assumptions and proposals
of specific fields, the goal of full par-
ticipation in communities of learning
and inquiry is advanced.

CONCLUSION

In 1985, Integrity's authors argued
that one of the chief causes for the
disarray of the curriculum and the
demise of good teaching was the in
creased professionalization of the

professo.iat and faculty members' de-
velc;pment of primary loyalties to
their disciplines rather than to the
institutions where they taught or to
their students. AAC's Project on Lib-
eral Learning, Study-in.depth, and
the Arts and Sciences major has ex-
plored an alternative possibility, that
there are important resources for ed-
ucational renewal in the commit-
ments both faculty members and
students make to college majors.

In this spirit, this r_port aims to
return the challenge of strengthening
both the curriculum and teaching to
discrete campuses and to major pro-
grams. It suggests that we can link
central concerns of liberal eeacation
to institutional structures where har-
mony betwec :-. professional interests
and pedagogical commitments is
most likely to be found.

There are long traditions of debate
in all fields about what should be
taught to majors and about the rela-
tionship between requirements for
majors and the logic and structure
of intellectual developments in the
sponsoring fields. These same de-
bates have exhibited too little atten-
don, however, to the educational
coherence of major programs as they
are experienced by the students who
take them. It is one thing to say that
each student major will take courses
addressing particular subject matters,
it is quite another to develop educa-
tional strategies that help students

3 4
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develop competence in using, iuter-
rogating, and integrating their learn-
ing across the boundaries of course
and field.

This report calls disparate fields
into a shared dialogue and a sense of
common enterprise. It does so by
emphasizing the absolute require-
ment of bringing students back into
the picture and making their need
for coherence, critical perspectives,
and experiences of connected learn-
ing central to the work of the major
in the context of liberal learning.

This report also asks for collective
and collaborative faculty discussions
about ways of translating these com-
mon commitments into institutional
practices and structures. This trans-
lation must begin with time and
space for faculty dialogue; it must be
supported by visible.and concrete re-
wards for participating :n such dis
cussions. It needs, as well, provision
of the means to experiment in ways
appropriate to the particular institu
t:onal settings of diverse fields.

It is I tot enough for deliberations
about the major to be exercises at
the blackboard diagramming curricu
la that "look right" but have little ef
fect either on course practices or
student experience of the major. Fat.
ulty members' deliberations about
majors as educational programs need

to become part of a continuing colic
gial dialogue about the relationship
between faculty intentions and stu-
dent progrm.

Departments and programs cannot
be expected to make these commit-
ments independently. Collegial lead-
ership within and acrost: programs
both deserves and requires full insti.
tutional support from presidents and
academic administrators. \Vhat are
heeded in the long run are institu-
tional environments that build a
sense of common enterprise and in-
stitutional priorities that recognize
the integral connections between
work in the major and overarching
goals for liberal learning.

This repot t suggests a common
language through which to eyplore
arts and sciences majors. Thic lan-
guage will need translation into a
host of spedfic idioms appropriate to
different fields and institutions. But
the common language also makes
possible conversations and explora.
tions that cut across particular fields
and boundaries. The terms of discus-
sion are preliminary; the most im-
portant goal of this report is to
engage students, faculty members,
and administrators in long-needed
local conversations about the role of
majors within the context of liberal
learning.
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The argument presented in The
Challenge of Cormeatng Learntng has
been influenced significantly by an
informal review of strong major pro-
grams-disciphnary and interdisci-
plinary-conducted in 1989-90.
Approximately 150 arts and sciences
programs considered distinctive in
their conception and implementation
of particular majors v.:re recom-
mended to the project by academic
deans and faculty members partici-
pating in the learned t.ouety task
forces. Under the direuion uf Rhoda
Selvin, assistant vice provost at the
State University of New York-Stony
Brook, who was an AAC fellow in
1989, AAC staff members identified
organizing principles and distinctive
practices embodied in these campus
majors. Illustrative information
about these programs was shared
with the National Advisory Com-
mittee and with the task forces.

The curricular prinuples and edu
cational practices exemplified in

these campus majors offer concrete
clues ,... the thinking of faculty mem-
bers who share, in their daily work,
the project's interest in tht major as
liberal learning. Equally important,
they provide evidence that the orga-
nizing principles for liberal arts ma
jors urged in the National Advisory
Committee's report ;ri fact can Lc
implemented in a variety of ways
and at all kinds of ilstitutions.

Brief descriptions of some lf these
"promising practices" follow. 1 hey
are included here as operational cor
relates to the argument presented in
the first part of this volume. They
are grouped according to the way
they illustrate the four principles of a
well-designed program of focused
study. curricular coherence, critical
perspectives, connected learning, and
inclusiveness. Each of the sections
below begins with an excerpt f.om
the corresponding section in the Na
tional Advisory Committee's report
above.
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The March/April 1990 and Sep.
tember/October 1990 issues of AAC's
journal, Liberal Education, also in-
clude descriptions of a number of il-
lustrative majors and ptc..2rams.

We recognize that the assignment
of the practices described below to
one or another category is somewhat
arbitrary. Many of them would fit
equally well into more than one
grouping, suggesting and illustrating
the ways in which the different prin-
ciples work together to foster a rich
and challenging education. Indeed,
to the degree that any one practice
usefully addresses liberal learning in
the context of the major, it ripples
through ail aspects of ate under-
graduate experience.

The project discovered numerous
examples of programs that emphasize
coherence and connected learning
across coursesfar more than are
listed below. It is evident that many
strong programs have given these
principles priority in their concep.
tion and implementation of the
major. By contrast, there were stir.
prisingly few instances in which
campus majors reported specific
stra0as to elicit critical perspective
on the approaches of the field. The
development of criti al perspectives
has been left, apparently, to general-
education courses, even though these
courses typically precede the major
and even though students take them
before they have developed any sig.

nificant understanding of disciplin.
ary frameworks and their uses in the
development of knowledge.

Similarly, thc project discovered
only a limited number of instances
in which faculty members in a de-
partment or program had taken pri-
mary responsibility for opening their
majors to broader student participa-
tion. While virtually every task force
report in Volume Two affirms the
importance of reducing barriers 'L.°
underrepresented students, there
seems to be a clear need for both na-
tional and local discussions of strate-
gies that will ai.hieve this outcome in
particular fields.

We hope that, in considering these
examples, readers will both better
understand the practical implkations
of the National Advisory Commit-
tee's report and find ideas to
strengthen major programs on their
own campuses. The reconsideration
of the undergraduate major advo-
cated here and in the learned society
reports in Volume Two can have
meaning only when it is given life in
the particular practices ,,r particular
college majors.

CURRICULAR COHERENCE

Majors...require faculty members'
willingness to develop a shared under-
standing of what study ioi the major is
supposed to accomplish and faculty col-
laboration in designing a coherent pro.
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gram of stud) sufficient to accomphsh it
.... lNaculty members (need to) con-
cern themselves not just with course re
quirements but with the ways that a
major's parts and practice.s 4.ont rad tc

to its larger purposes. (pp. 7-8)

Biology major:
small liberal arts college
This college's major in biology con
sists of an integrated series of four
courses that form a common intollec-
tual and practical framework for
work in advanced courses. Advanced
courses in the major intentionally re-
inforce and build upon the concepts
and laboratory skills students at.
quke in this shared initial experi-
ence. The development of writing,
speaking, and laboratory skills is in-
tegrated into the intellectual frame
work of th, curriculum. Advanced
students take a research seminar and
make an oral presentation on their
research topic. All students tt ho ma
jor in the program take a senior
comprehensive examination that re
quires them to write essays integrat
ing information from different
courses on major problems faung
living systems.

Social ecology program:
large public university
This program in sociai ecology is
built around problem-focused, inter
disciplinary instruction. Students
take a series of core courses, each of

which integrates several disuplinary
perspectives. Students then concen
trate in one of three multidisciplin-
ary areas of emphasis. In order to
synthesize their learning and relate
to real-world applications, each se-
nior takes "Introduction to Field
Study" and spends two quarters in a
field setting. Students in the field
study meet weekly in faculty-led
small groups. They also develop a
substantial paper.

Public policy studies program:
large private university
This interdisuplinary course teaches
students to apply methods and mod
els of economics, political science,
philosophy, and history to the study
of public policy. The program re .
quires a common core of study, in
cluding an introductory course in
public policy, two prerequisites in
political suence and microeconom-
ics, an,' four core courses in political
analysis, economic analysis, =macs,
and ethics. The required sy nthesizing
component is an internship that
gives students experience in applying
interdisciphnary approaches to prob .
lems experienced by public and pri-
vate organizations.

Economics major:
private liberal arts college
Like most economics departments,
this major program requires all stu
dents to take a core set of required
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courses. This department, however,
supplements the traditional lecture]
discussion format with computer
based laboratory work. Designed to
help students learn how economists
analyze data and develop arguments,
the laboratories challenge students
to develop empirical foundations for
their own arguments and analyses.
The laboratories alre run as small
group tutorials, enabling faculty
members to test how much students
understand and address specific
problems. The laboratories also
break down the typical faculty-
student hieraizhy, since faculty
members work collegially with stu
dents in finding ways to interpret
new data and solve unexpected
problems. The emphasis on linking
theory and practice offers a continu-
ing thread through the major from
introductory work through a re-
quired advanced laboratory course.

Interdisciplinary progr.,1 in liberal
studies: mid-si:e public university
All students take a cominon set of
writing-intensive core courses taught
individually but developed and con
tinuously assessed by the program's
faculty members. All courses sharc
elements of the program's overarch
ing themes, human nature, social
purposes, the relationship of the in
dividual to the mate.ial world
thiough both art and science, and
the structure and evolution of con-

sciousness. Underlying the entire
program is the issue of evolving
meaning as it relates to the purposes
of a liberal education.

All majors:
mid-size private university
Students take a common set of inter-
disciplinary topkal courses. Addi-
tionally, each student is expected to
construct, with assistance from advi-
sors, a written learning plan that de .
scribes goals for study, organizing
questions, and ways that individual
course chokes relate to the overall
plan. The student is expected to re-
v ise the document periodkally-, thus,
it becomes a autobiographical narra .
tive of the student's developing inter .
ests and commitments.

History major:
small private college
All students in this major arc ex
pected to complete a Senior Exerdse
that challenges them to revise and
integrate parts of their earlier work
in the program. In their senior year,
students develop a portfolio based
on their three best research papers.
they rework one earlier paper and
resubmit the other two with essays
explaining hy and how they would
revise each paper. To complete the
exercise, students write a new paper
about some aspect of their develop-
ment as historians, addressing meth-
ods, themes, change, or other
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interpretive issues. Each senior has
an oral interview with two faculty
members to discuss his or hcr work.

All majors: small private college
During their senior year, all students
complete a major project or thesis.
The project is viewed as a culminat-
ing du:.ity both for the major and
for tb, . general-education program,
which pluces particular emphasis on
developink students' analytic capa-
bilities. An scadents present their
v.ork publicly during a S:nior Thesis
Week. Requirements cary with de-
partmen c, s,udents mo make poster
presentat. ns, video or audio record
ings, or oral defenses, or they may
organize and participate in panel
discussions. Some departments ask
studeras to discuss the s.ouetal impli
cations of their work. The college
has sponsored faculty development
workshops to help faculty members
coach students for planning and
making their presentations.

CRITICAL PERSPECTIVES

Part of the articulated purpose of the
major ... is to proare a student to be
sufficiently confident in the discourse of
a community to be able to subject the
major to sophisticated questions and Cu
compare its proposals with the pro
posals of other communities. (p. 12)

Bi-disciplinary courses
and senior baccalaureate forum:
liberal arts college
At this small liberal arts college, all
students take "bi-disciplinary"
i.ourses, usually in their sophomore
year. The thematically organized
courscs arc taught by two faculty
members, each representing a differ.
ent discipline. The courses arc de-
signed to help students see how
different disciplines approach the
same issues and provide partial
sometimes complementary, some
times i.ontrastingdescriptions and
understandings of phenomena. As
seniors, all students arc required to
take a baccalaureate forum in a
broad area related to their major
field. humanities, soual sciences, or
sciences. The forums bring ItTerent
disciplinary perspectives to bear on a
topical issue. Students arc required
to develop research projects for the
forum, present their findings in ways
that arc comprehensible to those in
other fields, and engage in dialogue
with faculty members and students
who approach the same questions in
different ways.

Cross-disciplinary philosophy
course: small liberal arts college
This course is required ot all juniors
and highlights the connections be-
tween philosophical concepts from
primary texts and ideas developed in
the first two years of the students'

4 0
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general-education program. Students
are grouped by .i,cademic interests to
facilitate their examination of con-
nections between philosophical ques-
tions raised in this general-education
course and their primary field of
study. This course provides a philo-
sophical and ethical knowledge base
foe students' senior research and in-
dependent study.

Economics: large state university
In response to new emphasis on
writing, critical thinking, and global
awareness in the general-education
program, this economics major pro-
gram has deemphasized subfield spe
cialization to focus on developing
students' capacities for analyis and
communication in economics. The
department takcs this emphasis a
step farther by helping students ex-
amine, first, the scope and limits of
economic theory ir addressing cer
tain kinds of issues and problems
and, second, ways that other social
sciences address similar problems.

History and humanities program:
small liberal arts college
History majors in ,his institution
take beginning and intermediate-
level courses that emphasize contex
tual interpretations of history. Simul
taneously, they enroll in at least two
parallel courses in other humarities
fields that deal with those disciplines'
approaches, interpretation, and argu-

ments. By taking these interpretatich.
courses in relation to one another,
students develop an understanding
of the power and limitations of disci-
plines as systems for uncovering
structures and meanings.

Women's studies program:
small private college
Building on the nature of women's
studies as an inherently interdisci-
plinary field, this program examines
a variety of disciplinary critiques of
inequality and difference in gender,
class, and race. Students are required
to take courses that exolore these
same issues from the perspectives of
other cultures. Students also are re-
quired to define their own concen-
tration within women's studies and
make an argument for its coherence,
necessitating their exploration and
articulation of the connections
among the elements of different dis-
ciplines.

Liberal arts and management progam:
large public university
In this program, students complete a
major in one of the traditional arts
and scienc. fields while taking a
cluster of related business courses.
Students are required to particip_te
in spec...I seminars offered in the sec-
ond, third, and fourth ;Tars. These
seminars compare and contrast the
values, perspectives, and assumptioni
of arts and sciences disuplines with
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those of business. Each seminar is
designed and team-taught by partici-
pating faculty members. Topics ad-
dressed in the seminars include
American culture, processes of prob-
lem solving and decision making,
and leadership.

CONNECTED LEARNING

[F]ostering capacities for reflection on
what happens beyond the academy
must be the larger goal. The discourse
of the academy is but a means to an
end ... to [develop) the capacity for con-
structing relationships among tarious
modes of knowledge and curricular ex
periences, the capacity for applying
learning from one context to another ...
[and) the capacity for relating aca-
demic learning to the wider world, to
publi,. issues and personal expertem.,.
(p. 14)

Integrative cultural studies seminar:
private comprehers:ve university
Faculty members hate dec eloped an
integrative seminar that enables stu-
dents in area and gender studies to
discuss crosscutting themes and is-
sues. Students usually take the
course as sophomores, some use It to
prepare to stud, abroad. Those se-
lecting the integrative seminar also
must register simultaneously for one
of a dozen designated courses that
address issues related to the cultural
studies seminar. The integrative sem-

inar challenges students to ask
whether any common features ..har-
acterize the human condition and
culture. The semindr dlso helps stu-
dents place their particular interests
and learning in a larger multi-
disciplinary and critical context. At
an early stage in their studies, the
seminar teaches students to look for
connections across courses and
concentrations.

Liberal arts program:
mid-size, private comprehensive
university
To serve returning adults, this pro-
gram has several practices that help
students connect academic and expe-
riential learning. Before applying to
the program, all students take a
three-day workshop designed to Lip
them identify their educational goals
in relation both to the school's re-
quirements and to their out-of-school
or previously accredited learning.
Those who matriculate take a credit-
bearing degree-planning seminar that
helps them develop a concentration.
They negotiate a written plan for
study with academic advisors and
community-based advisors in their
chosen field. All concentrations must
include a senior project and a related
out-of-school internship. Before grad-
uation, students take a common semi
nar that encourages them to identify
continuing goals for learning in or
out of school.
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Cross-disciplinary senior seminars:
small private university
All graduating seniors at this institu-
tion are required to take a semester-
long, three-credit seminar in which
they do research on some issue of
social consequence from several
differentsometimes conflicting
perspectives. This experience is de-
signed to help them learn how to in
vestigate, analyze, and synthesize
information about practit.al, person-
al, and societal Issues using skills de-
veloped through their academic
training. Involvement in written and
oral presentations about their re-
search enhances students' ability to
communicate and enter into dialogue
with others about such issues.

Interdisciplinary senior seminars:
large private university
Each semester, seniors participate in
seminars that focus on prominent is-
sues or topics of societal significance.
The seminars take advantage of the
skills and knowledge students bring
from particular academit. dist.iphnes
to an ititerdisciplinary exploration of
real-world problems. Active learning
strategies, including field or experien-
tial learning components, are empha-
sized in these courses.

Program on Science in Society:
small private university
This major helps students explore
interrelationships among scientific

knowledge, society, and the quality
of human life. In addition to ful-
filling requirements in science, quan-
titative analysis, and political theory
or ethics, all students are required to
take four colloquia that set science
topics in a larger contextfor exam-
ple, philosophy of science, sociology
of science, or technology and public
policy. The program's colloquia and
advanced seminars frequently incor-
porate field study and other forms of
experiential learning-, students may
do group, as well as individuil, proj-
ects. All students are requir_d to
complete a senior thesis and to pass
an oral examination conducted by
external examiners. The oral exam-
ination explores seniors' capacity to
link their research to broader soci-
etal issues and questions.

INCLUSIVENESS

Faculty membt,s in eadi program must
explore taw obstacles their fields pre
sent to the participation of discrete
groups of underrepresented students nd
make a strong commitment to eliminat
ing those obstacles. (p. 17)

Faculty development program:
small private college
The program derives from this col-
lege's commitment to prepare stu-
dents to function effectively in a
multicultural, multiracial society.
Majors are being transformed
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through a grant-supported faculty
development program designed to
broaden faculty members' knowledge
of multicultural content and con-
cepts. Faculty participants take a
semester-long seminar with an out-
side preceptor, do concurrent work
with an individual mentor in each
professor's field, revise a course, de-
velop classroom exercises in prepara-
tion for student involvement in a
multicultural society, and participate
in a week-long summer institute.
Faculty members subsequently ob-
serve each other's newly revised
courses.

Revisions in the mathematics
program: large state university
After careful analysis, professors in
the mathematics program at this uni-
versity determined that the difficulties
many miaority students experienced
in their program were related to so-
cial and study habit, '- at left them
at a disadvantage. Accordingly, they
restructured courses, pedagogical
strateg:es, and support services to
meet che intellectual and social needs
of these students. The program em-
phasizes helping students develop
their understanding of mathematical
concepts as well as their problem-
solving skills. Faculty members also
help students develop collaborative
learning skills. Their work has been
widely disseminated and adapted to
different institutional settings.

Women's studies program:
large public university
This program gives high priority to
challenging racism. The program of-
fers four to six courses each semester
on women of color in the U.S. and
the Third World, and each student
major or minor is required to take at
1ea:4-. one course in the women-of-
color component of the program. In
addition, one-third to one-half of the
content in the required introductory
courses in the major addresses the
experiences of women of color.
There has been extensive faculty dis-
cussion as to whether all courses
should examine work on women of
color. The women's studies program
is complemented by the university's
general-education program, which re-
quires all students to take a course
in world studies and a separate
course in American pluralism.

Biology program:
large state university
This university serves a state whose
population is predominantly white.
The biology program has chosen
several approaches to iacrease the
number of minority students choos-
ing to major in biology. The pro-
gram prepared an exhibit aimed at
secondary-school students, "Minor-
ities in Science." In a joint program
with the university's medical school,
the undergraduate biology program
recruits minority high school stu-
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dents for summer research programs.
A small number of talented high
school students from these ptograms
are offered four-year, tweNe-month,
fully paid scholarships that include
affiliation with an active faculty
mentor and the mentor's laboratory.
The laboratory personnelincluding
professors, postdoctoral fellows, grad-
uate students, and other undergrad-
uatesprovide support groups for the
students during their college years.
This university also offers paid sum-
mer research internships to minority
and female students from other col-
leges and universities to encourage
them to choose careers in biological
sciences.

Program in a college of natural
sciences: large state university
This program, located in the mathe-
matics department, has strengthened
an ,:msting course in ways that lead
to improved performance by minor-
ity students in both mathematics
ard the natural sciences. Following a
review of entrance records, students
are nominated to take part in the
program. Others may request admis
sion or be recommended by advi-
sors. The core of the program is an
enriched recitation section in which
students work together on challeng-
ing mathematical problems that have
been chosen to help students explore
mathematical principles, discovr
patterns, and encounter the possi-

bility of alternative ways to solve
problems. Students work in groups
and must argue with one another
their choice of approach; faculty
members assist by facilitating stu-
dents' exploration of underlying
principles and patterns. The inter-
active process shapes a multiethnic
community held together by stu-
dents' work on a common discipline,
rather than social or ethnic identi-
ties. The program also addresses ca-
reer goals. Preliminary results show
students' increased competence and
confidence in their mathematical
abilities and an increase in the
number of minority students choos-
ing to pursue advanced study in
mathematics.

Prediction formula:
large public university
Working under the supervision of
tenured faculty members in a biolo-
gy department, a doctoral student
developed a prediction formula that
Lan be used to identify women who
are likely to become dropouts from
science majors. The researcher iden-
tified attitudinal and soLiocultural
variables associated with leaving so-
ence; she also identified specific
problems that women perceive in su-
ence majors, such as a lack of role
models and female friends in the
program and a perception that sci-
ence courses are male-oriented.
Using the prediction formula, senior
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faculty members in the department
invited women considered "at risk"
to take part in a special credit-
bearing seminar. The seminar was
modeled after simdar programs that
have been strikingly successful in
helping women and minorities per
sist in engineering programs. Stu-
dents explored career options in sci

ence, met women scientists, visited
job sites, reviewed research on wom-
en's experiences in different scientific
fields, and worked on self-assessment
and skills development. Evaluation
of the first seminar group showed
that eighteen of twenty participants
remained in science and sought jobs
in science following graduation.
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